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Memorandum to Mr. Woods 

Subject: Mr. Bulli tt' s Memorandum 

I find much in Mr. Bullitt's memorandum with which I agree, including 

a number of ideas which had occurred to me separately on the basis of my 

own experience. Moreover, his memorandum also brings to the fore certain 

major questions for decision by the Bank which are also being raised by 

our work. 

The main theme is that there will be an accelerated economic develop-

ment assistance effort by the U.S. and this will require an accelerated 

effort by other industrialized countries. Such effort will accentuate 

existing problems including burden sharing, coordination of terms and 

conditions, and participation of the developing countries in the decision 

making process. Mr. Bullitt advocates that as much as feasible of the 

world aid burden both capital and technical assistanceJ should be 
J 

shouldered by the IBRD/IDA/IFC. He gives a number of reasons for 

advocating this, of which I found particularly interesting the thought 

that through the pooling of funds in IDA the comparability of loan terms 

and coordination of operations among the creditor countries ~ are 

achieved and that the opportunities exist for more effectively guiding 

countries on sensible The memorandum speaks as 

though the e things 

Wi r they exist at least the 

opportunity is given for them to exis~ The me: oran: um envisages a 

substantial increase in new loan commitments by the IBRD to developing 

countries. It sees net Bank lending to LDC's rising from an estimated 

$700 million in fiscal year 1965 to a level of commitments approaching 

$1.5 billion in 1970
1
with a minimum of $1 billion net Bank lending to 

LDC's. It recognizes that a constraint on lending is the debt repayment 

capacity for loans on ank terms. Part of the problem is seen as being 
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~ 
taken care of by fresh term 8ank lending and debt rescheduling~ ~ 

It concludes that a substantially increased flow of aid on IDA terms 

may form the basis for the Bank's willingness to increase the level of 

its loan commitments to a developing country. It sees another constraint 

on greatly increased bank operations t n the availability of new capital. 

It therefore advocates that the Bank should involve itself to a much 

greater extent than heretofore in OECD and BIS activities aimed at 

strengthening European capital markets. He assumes that until the U.S. 

balance of payments reaches equilibrium there 1nll be strong pressures to 

restrain Bank borro¥dng from U.S. sources. However, he feels the U.S. 

should continue to be the residual supplier mf funds for whatever level 

of ank operations is otherwise practicable. 

The memorandum advocates that thinking begin about the next IDA 
~ replenishment~}; this connection quotes your address to the Governors, 
A 

as well as Chancellor Maudling and Secretary Dillon. The quote from 
c.-.,.J,c,t. / ..... 

Secretary Dillon's aemments with the expression of hope that the results 

of the Bank's studies will provide useful guidance as to the sources 

and magnitude of the funds which could be administered by the Bank family 

on IDA terms. The memo~~ expresses the view jt~ a majo~ effort will 

be required by the Bank a efensible proposal Aand o create a concensus 

of the major Part I contributions suppor ing its proposal. The memorandum 

envisages a resolution being acted on ~the 1965 Annual Meeting by the 

IDA Governors as a basis for proposals to legislat 1966 .'1¥ Two 

major problemi amount and the shar The 

" memorandum says that the need for funds on IDA repayment terms is much 

larger than any practicable negotiating figure. Reference is made to 

the UNCTAD Conference and more particularly to the UK-Swedish compensatory 

finance proposal and the Horowitz proposal. It sees the objectives of 

both proposals being served by a significant increase in IDA funds. It 

comments that without prejudic ~~ews on the outcome of the Bank studies 
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the objectives should be to utilise these proposals to support a very 

large IDA general replenishment--perhaps on the order of $1 billion a 

year if IBRD transfers are included. It emphasises that the IDA share 

problem will be very difficult, particularly viz-a-viz the U.S. Congress. 

However, it concludes that before pressing the share question the Bank 

should create a concensus among the Part I countries for a substantial 

increase in IDA resources. In order to increase IDA resources it refers --
to the possibility of transferring a larger percentage--SO per cent~ 

annual net earnings of the Bank to IDA with the added suggestion that 

the earnings might be used to implement some kind of modified Horowi.tz 

proposal. Another thought is investment by the IMF of currencies 

deposited with it by surplus countries. HovTever, the memorandum 

concludes 1dth advising that because of shortness of time that 

attention be concentraded on budgetary contributions. 

The memorandum supports increased flexibility of IBRD/IDA lending 

purposes including local currency financing which would in effect 

provide general balance of payments support. The memorandum envisages 

that the Bank family will modify its operations so that in future years 
A 

it will not only concentrate on 

but will increase the importance it attaches to the consideration of 

the needs of an LDC economy as a whole as it engages in the development 

process. 

The memorandum then goes on to suggest how the IBRD might extend . 
It calls for 

searching appraisals of the development needs and efforts of the 

developing countries and their requirements for foreign assistance on 

a regular and systematic basis and notes that this will require the 

substant·al enlargement and improvement of this aspect of the Bank's 
. 
In this connection it advocates Bank-Fund cooperation 



and even joint Bank-Fund comments that in the 

absence of such action the UNCTAD Conference indicated that there will 

be increased pressure for this kind of task to be undertaken in other 

UN bodies. The memorandum also strongly advocates that the Bank pl~ 

an important role in dealing with the problems of external indebtedness. 

It also advocates that the Bank should extend fUrther its efforts at 

coordinating bilateral assistance programs to the LDC's such as the India 
,.J 

Pakistan consorti and the various consultative groups now in being. 

It believes that there is much room for improvement in achieving better 

coordination of aid efforts ~d the terms on which assistance is given. 

It feels that this vdll ties with various othe~uti~ns 
~ 

such as the DAC and other development regional bodie~~ 

It expresses the view that investment surveys of the UN Special Fund 

can point /;-~ areas of investment by the Bank family, regional banks 

or individual donor countries. The memorandum also advocates the formation 

of a joint international institute of the IBRD and the Il{F, including 

independent academic research.~Tb achieve broad support for this kind 

of enlarged program it advocates the formation of an international committee 

from different groups to "consider the adequacy of IDA's resources". This 

t'-'' group, it is said, could generate support for the~ishment of IDA 

and subsequently a ~ogram group with perhaps national cha ters could be 
' 

created. In this context reference is made to the Bank's~ns for 

an IBRD Advisory Council The memorandum concludes with comments on the 

operations of the Inter-American Development Bank and the African Development 

Bank ending with the view that a very large part of any expansion in aid 

through multilateral institutions should be provided through the fully 

multilateral bodies, namely the IBRD family. 
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Comments 

1. As noted above some of the views expressed in this memorandum are 

very similar to ones which I have he~d myself. I too believe that of 

basic importance is the adoption of a procedure and technique for 

periodic and close examination of a countries entire economy ~th a 

view to having a Bank judgment on the appropriateness of its economic 

and financial policies from the viewpoint of development. I believe 

that implied in this is a willingness of the Bank to have its own 

on judgment EXt such policies and to make suggestions or recommendations 

to countries in the course of exchange of views between the countries 
~ IN'o...,'F'-

and the Bank It means the Bank becoming 

general economic behavior of the country and a willingness to assume 

responsibility for indicating what it believes to be right or wrong~ • 

2. I endorse the concept of a Bank-Fund cooperation on these matters 

including the possibilit o~ joint reports~operation is 

predicated 
~~ 

of periodic exchange of views 

staff to such activities. 

the same kind 

the necessary 

3. I also believe that if the Bank family is to play a bigger role there 
. ~ ~Q~ 

will have to be a re-examination of the purposes lte which Bank-IDA l:ettdlng 

are given, particularly IDA.~~~~ question will arise Whether the 

project approach lends itsel ~P ded activities or whether some 

other non-project approach will have t t:!e, found. Closely related is 

the willingness of the Bank-rnA to stat~ ~a are ;; the 

use of IDA funds beyond the concept of which countries are eligible. 

4. I feel that the proper emphasis is given to the indebtedness question 

both the developed countries and the less developed countries. 
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5. I would also working relations with 

other intereste ~ is done it will 

involve the use of staff which are familiar with the problems technically. 

What Mr. Bullitt is referring to is presumably a functional or working 

relation rather than representational. 
~ 

6. There are a fe\.v things, however, 

somewhat: 

I might differ 

(a) the memorandum speaks of the need for periodic consultations 

with the LDC's. I believe that it will be found equally necessary to 

have close contacts and even periodic discussions with the developed 

countries as lirell. ( J~ ~ "' ~J ~ 
~ ~J.-.Dt!Ac..-1 

(b) closely related to (a) is the need for .aftil!liliw;;b 

which t if the international 

politics are to be minimised and the hat-in-hand aspect to be 

eliminated. 

(c) I don't think I would support the j_dea of a joint Fund-Bank 

institute to do academic research, but see merit in the idea of a 

joint institute offering training facilities. I appreciate that this 

is a minor aspect of his suggestion. 

(d) I am in no position at this time to question the target figures 

eJ I have grave doubts about the feasibility of Fund investments in 

IDA although I know that certain technicians in the Fund and in the 

U.S. Government seem to favor it. 

vnlo proposal. \pages 5and 7). This is obviously a major assumption. 

We are doing the necessary work to come up Vlith such a proposal but 

presumably you '\vill Vlish to give more thought to the question as to 

how far the Bank should go. It might be useful to have a further 
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discu~sion with Mr. Bullitt as to what he had in mind in assuming 

that the Bank would fUlfill this role 
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Monday, October 12 

9:30 Regular morning meeting 

Lunch 

3:00 

4:00 

Telephone Adler ( re training program in Bank) 

" Mr. Garland 

~Call on EDs (to say hello and goodbye) 

Mr . McCorkie( to see you) 

Intervie'\v Nespoulous-Neuville 

Bank personnel (want to come over with various forms to be signed, 
beneficiary, health coverage, insurance, etc.) 

.,JL. ~ . ~ ~~ _ /(, /J: "f" ~ /~ __ d-F _r~v 
( ~(_ .;...'--.,.) 

Avromovic (to be confirmed--instead of the 15th) 
(His secretary said he has an appt for MOnday and you are 

busy for the days he \vas free. ) 

Governor Hirata (Japan Development Bank) 

Meeting with Goodman, Twining - re staff 
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